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Boating mishap takes
lives of 2 Poly grads

Flame on!

Cynthia Kirchhof known for self-confidence
By Steve Chestermon

Summer Staff Writer
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San Luis Obispo Police Officer Chuck Riedel runs with the Special Olympics torch, accompanied by Officer Frank
Farley on Monday as the torch makes its way to UCLA, See related story on p a g e 3 / Photo by Hans Hess

A bizarre boating accident
which has authorities baffled
about its cause killed three pas
sengers June 17, including two
Cal Poly graduates.
Cynthia Kirchhof, 30; Jan
K irchhof, 35; and Ronald
Claborn, 35, were apparently
thrown from their 21-foot fishing
boat as it encountered rough
seas and began taking on water
northwest of San Luis Harbor.
Jan Kirchhof, a 1980 Cal Poly
graduate, was a two-year starter
and four-year letterman on the
football team.
Cynthia Kirchhof, a lifelong
Santa Maria resident and Jan’s
sister-in-law, earned a multiple
subjects teaching credential from
Cal Poly in May 1992 and a
credential as a reading and lan
guage arts specialist two months
later.
Joyce Kalicicki, Cal Poly’s
credential analyst, remembered

Cynthia Kirchhof as a “very sen
sitive and caring student” who
always did things on time.
“It’s so sad,” Kalicicki said
with tears in her eyes. “She
worked so hard to get where she
was. She is a memorable per
son.”
Cynthia Kirchhof recently
worked as the science mentor
teacher for the Orcuit Union
School District.
Ken Parker, the district’s as
so c ia te su p e r in te n d e n t of
schools, recalled her enthusiasm
for life and willingness to learn.
“She had a great deal of self
confidence,” he said, “and she
wasn’t afraid to try new things
as a teacher.”
Last year, Cynthia Kirchhof
taught a combination third- and
sixth-grade class and pioneered a
National Geographic software
program at the school which
enabled her students to speak
with other students around the
world.
See BOAT, page 3

Simpson appears in court,

Cancelled classes greet smdents

defense asks for evidence

Students encounter various degrees of success in filling schedules

By Michael Fleeman

Assaioted Press
O.J. Simpson returned to
court Wednesday, appearing
more alert and telling deputies,
“I’ll do anything to stay out of
that cell.”
The defense was in court
seeking access to all evidence
authorities have against the
former football star in the slay
ings of his former wife and a
male friend.
Among the evidence sought
was a bloody ski mask that the
prosecution said today doesn’t
exist.
D efense attorney Robert
Shapiro also asked that jail
authorities give Simpson a spe
cial pillow because of old football
injuries.
Municipal Court Judge Patti
Jo McKay took lawyers into
private talks in chambers.
Deputies asked whether Simpson
wanted to leave or remain in the
courtroom.
“I’ll do anything to stay out of
that cell,” Simpson told the
deputies. “I’ll sit here and read,”

but they took him out of the
courtroom.
The hearing soon resumed,
with the prosecution saying the
evidence reports were still being
compiled and weren’t available.
The defense asked they be al
lowed to see clothing held by the
coroner’s office and autopsy
photographs.
Shapiro m entioned news
reports that investigators had a
bloody ski mask. He as! ed to see
it. “There is no ski mask,"
Prosecutor Marcia Clark said.
Prosecutors, meanwhile, were
seeking a grand jury indictment
of the football legend, sources
told The Associated Press. That
would allow the case to go direct
ly to Superior Court for trial set
ting without going through a
preliminary hearing of evidence
and witnesses in Municipal
Court.
Members of the grand jury
began gathering this morning at
the Criminal Courts building to
hear more testimony.
At his arraignment Monday,

By Matt Oawson

Summei Staff Wtifet

Although many Cal Poly stu
dents started summer quarter
without a hitch, some found
themselves in a far less friendly
situation.
One scenario involved the
cancellation of filled classes,
something seen by English
professor Donald Lazere.
“It’s a mad house,” he said.
“Three 215 classes were offered. I
teach one, but one was cut at the
last minute.
“The other two are impossibly
over-enrolled. People are cutting
their wrists trying to solve their
problems.”
Lazere said he knows stu
dents who officially enrolled in
English 215, only to find out that
they had been dropped along
with the class at the last minute.
One student who he described
needed the class to complete his
graduation. The student had a
job lined up beginning in the fall,
but must graduate to be hired.
“If the student doesn’t get the
See SIMPSON, page 3 class, no job,” Lazere said.

Simpson’s social status obscures violence
By Heather Clarke

Summef Stoff Writer
While many individuals fail to
believe O.J. Simpson’s alleged af
filiation with the violent murders
of his ex-wife Nicole Brown
Simpson and her friend Rodney
Lyle Goldman, the news was not
surprising to some.
In 1989, Simpson was ar
rested and convicted for spousal
battery. He pleaded no contest,
served no jail time and was
treated by a psychiatrist over the
phone, instead of going through
the usual yearlong counseling
program.

America found out its football
star was an accused wife-beater,
yet no one seemed phased or to
take the crime seriously.
The reaction differs this time,
with the justice system and legis
lators using the media coverage
to focus attention on domestic
violence.
Los Angeles District Attorney
Gil Garcetti is among that vocal
group.
“I want to focus on the issue of
domestic violence,” he said in the
Los Angeles 'Times. “Our goal is
to stop the violence . . . It should
not matter if the batterer is a

celebrity or Joe Jones fiom down
the street.”
But it appears that it does
matter.
Despite the surgeon general’s
report that domestic violence is
the leading cause of injury
among women in the United
States, it takes a celebrity to get
the public to talk about the issue.
And many college students
feel that Simpson’s celebrity
status overshadows domestic
violence and the murders.
“I think the fact that it’s O.J.
Simpson clouds the isfue more
See DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, page 3

According to Lazere, there is a
lis t full of stu d en ts who
desperately need unavailable
classes.
Harry Sharp, associate dean
of the College of Liberal Arts,
said the English 215 class can
cellation was an anomaly.

"If the student
doesn't get the class
~ no job."
Don Lazere
English Professor
“Every student who ixercised
their priority registration got the
classes they needed,” he said.
“We checked the class lists at
the end of the priority period,
and there was room available for
all classes.”
For the students registered for
the cancelled English 215 class.
Sharp said he could only offer

sympathy.
“That class should have never
been offered to the students,” he
said. “The students had done
their part, and the sy stem did
them an evil thing.”
Sharp said a lack of funds
kept the college from filling the
teaching positions.
He said many of the colleges
avoided the situation by “hot
having a summer quarter. It’s
obvious when you look through
the CAPTURE schedule.”
According to Sharp, this
decision by some schools has put
more pressure on those that are
offering full class loads, such as
the College of Liberal Arts and
the math department.
Despite these problems, most
students were able to successful
ly register for their needed class
schedules.
Business
junior
Andrew
Larkin said that everyone he had
seen trying to crash a class had
been
successful.
See CLASSES, page 3
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Cflms
Students travel to Mexico
Monday as part of Cal
Poly's largest study
abroad program
Local rockers Black Rain
ride the crest of success
on the wings of their new
selt-titled CD.
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before 1989. Some analysts are convinced measure until U.N. soldiers arrive. African
North Korea has at least one atomic bomb nations may contribute troops and equip
and may be playing for time in order to ment and provide staging areas.
build
an arsenal of a half-dozen by the end
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clin
'The resolution “authorizes member
of
the
year.
ton said Wednesday that North Korea had
states cooperating with the secretaryClinton said the three major conditions general to conduct the operation using all
agreed to freeze its nuclear program, a
move he described as a “very important of a freeze had been met.
n ecessa ry m eans to achieve the
step forward” toward defusing a tense,
As a result, the president said he would humanitarian objectives.”
months-long dispute with the communist give North Korea the opportunity to “move
In Paris, Defense Minister Francois
regime.
with dignity into the international com
Leotard
said at a news conference today
In return, Clinton said the United munity.”
that
about
1,000 of the soldiers would be
Hinting that North Korea might even
States would suspend its campaign at the
sent
from
France, while the remaining
United Nations to punish Pyongyang with tually gain diplomatic recognition from the
economic sanctions and would resume United States, he said the talks in Geneva 1,500 would come from bases in the
high-level talks with North Korea next would cover “the full range of security, Ai^rican nations of Gabon and Djibouti.
month in Geneva, Switzerland.
political and economic issues that affects
The council authorized “a temporary
The president appeared upbeat at the North Korea’s relationship with the inter operation ... aimed at contributing in an
day’s developments during a nationally national community.”
impartial way to the security and protec
'Two rounds of high-level talks were tion of displaced persons, refugees and
televised news conference. “We have the
basis to go forward and I’m very happy held last year with North Korea but failed civilians at risk.”
about it,” Clinton said. “The world will be to resolve the dispute over a nuclear
The force will not intervene between
the winner if we can resolve this but we’ve program that the West fears could lead to
government
and rebel forces. The resolu
the spread of dangerous weapons to a raft
not done it yet.”
tion
said
the
mission would be limited to
Later, a senior administration official of dictatorial regimes.
two
months
unless
U N. troops can be
“These developments mark not a solu
voiced caution about the North Koreans’
deployed
earlier.
erratic responses over time. “It would be a tion to the problem but they do mark a
mistake ... to allow ourselves to become new opportunity to fina a solution,” Clin
As many as 200,000 people have been
wildly optimistic or wildly pessimistic,” ton said at the White House.
killed in the slaughter between ethnic
He said that North Korea had agreed to Hutus and minority '!.\itsis that began
said the official, speaking on condition of
anonymity. “What matters here is what all three conditions set by the United after Rwanda’s presiderit, a Hutu, died in
they say and what they do. ... What mat States: the Koreans must not reprocess an unexplained plane crash April fi.
spent plutonium removed recently from an
ters is what we can accomplish.”
Former President Jimmy Carter, whose experimental reactor, they must not refuel
talks last week with President Kim II the reactor and they must permit interna
Sung produced the freeze, said: “This was tional inspectors to maintain safeguards
one of those perfect agreements where against nuclear proliferation.
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) —
both sides won and got what they wanted.
Clinton said the North Koreans’ defini
Nobody blinked.” Carter spoke on CNN.
tion of a nuclear freeze “was the same as Japan’s first female astronaut completed a
countdown test Wednesday in preparation
Later, Clinton and President Kim Young ours.”
for next month’s launch of space shuttle
Sam of South Korea discussed the develop
ments in a 20-minute telephone call, the
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — The U.N. Columbia.
White House said. The presidents agreed Security Council approved Wednesday a
Chiaki Mukai and her six U.S. crewthe news was a “very positive develop 2-month French military intervention in mates climbed aboard Columbia this morn
ment,” but noted that it was not a solution Rwanda on a mercy mission, despite warn ing for the final few hours of the simulated
to the nuclear problem.
ings that rebels would resist what they countdown.
Senate GOP leader Bob Dole criticized condemned as a “declaration of war.”
Mukai, 42, a heart surgeon, was the
the White House for its embrace of the
'The vote on the 15-nation council was backup for Japanese astronaut Mamoru
Pyongyang declaration of a freeze, “with no 10-0, with five abstentions by China,
evidence that North Korean words mean Brazil, Pakistan, New Zealand and Mohri, who flew on shuttle Endeavour in
1992. She will be the third Japanese in
any more today than they have for four Nigeria.
space and the first Japanese woman.
decades.”
France says it could begin deployment
“It’s been a long, long time that I have
In the past, North Korea has played a Thursday of its 2,500-man force with or
cat-and-mouse game with the Internation ders to save lives and set up safe havens been waiting to go to space,” Mukai told
several dozen Japanese reporters at Ken
al Atomic Energy Agency, admitting in for refugees.
nedy
Space Center on 'Tuesday. “Now I feel
spectors but refusing to let them conduct a
'The council said it was deeply con
the
time
has come and I’m ready to go to
comprehensive search. Specifically, fuel cerned by the continued slaughter of
space
and
hope I will bring a lot of scien
rods removed from an experimental reac civilians and by an expected delay of at
tific
data
for
contributing to life on Earth.”
tor were kept from the inspectors and they least two months before all 5,500 U.N.
also were denied access to waste sites.
peacekeeping troops can be deployed.
Columbia is supposed to lift off on the
The inspectors were trying to determine
The French mission, under French com two-week laboratory research mission July
if plutonium was diverted to nuclear use mand, is viewed as an urgent interim 8 .
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Border-state
governors appealed to Congress Wednes
day to stop the flow of illegal aliens into
the country and repay the states for bil
lions spent to educate, medically treat and
incarcerate them.
Florida Gov. Lawton Chiles told the
Senate Appropriations Committee that the
influx of aliens “is battering our shores
today, unleashing yet another crisis” just
as Hurricane Andrew did two years ago.
'The federal government, said California
Ck)v. Pete Wilson, “must secure our bor
ders, and it must pay the bill for illegal im
migration.”
But the governors, including Fife
Symington of Arizona, received a cold
reception from committee chairman Sen.
Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., who said state
programs are inducing foreigners to enter
the country illegally.
Byrd displayed a 1993 pamphlet from
the California health department that tells
pregnant women they are eligible for the
state medicaid program even if they are in
the country illegally.
“Don’t think you can hold the federal
government responsible for its mandates,”
Byrd said, when the state health depart
ment “puts out publications inviting aliens
to come to California.”
Wilson said the pamphlet was un
authorized and that the real problem is
that California pays more than $3 billion a
year, nearly 10 percent of the state’s
general fund budget, on federal programs
that require states to provide social ser
vices to illegal aliens.
Symington said his state spends $204
million a year on prisons, medical care and
education for undocumented immigrants,
about the same amount needed to run
Arizona State University.
The Immigration and Naturalization
Service estimates that about 4 million un
documented immigrants live in the United
States, and that the number grows by
about 300,000 a year.
Florida, California, Arizona, New York,
Texas, Illinois and New Mexico have filed
or are preparing to file lawsuits against
the federal government, demanding com
pensation for their spending on illegal
aliens.
“Our system has become so twisted that
we now have illegal immigrants being
guaranteed services by federal mandates
that our poor legal residents can’t afford
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Poly students head to M exico for a m onth of language and culture
Extended Education officials pleased with response to university’s newest study-abroad program in Cuernavaca
W illiam M artinez, Foreign
Languages and Literatures
professor, who had visited
Mexico to investigate several
schools as candidates for the
program.
The program is the result of
efforts by Barnes; Phil Doub,
animal science department head;
William Little, foreign languages
and literatures department
chair; Susan Roper, director of
the U n iversity Center for
T e a c h e r E d u c a t i o n ; and
Martinez, who will travel with
the students and serve as
resident director at the Mexican
center.
Pat Stoneman, diiector of
Extended Education, said this
summer marks the first time the
department has been involved
with a study-abroad program.
“We wanted to find a school

Mexico will be the summer
home for 15 Cal Poly students
when they travel south for the
university’s largest study-abroad
program Monday.
From June 27 through July
22, students in the Cal Poly
Mexico Summer Program will
study at the Cemanahuac
Educational Community Center,
located in Cuernavaca, Mexico.
They will also have the
opportunity to live with Mexican
families and learn the culture,
language and history through
living experiences.
This is the first time Extended
E ducation is offering the
program at Cal Poly.
Carol B a rn es, dean of
Extended Education, said more

people expressed interest in the
program than there were spaces
available.
“We have had really good
response to this program,” she
said. “We . . . had a waiting list of
people.”
Barnes said the decision to
offer the program again will be
based on the participants’
evaluations after they complete
their stay.
'The participants will take
courses that can be applied as
general education credits in
humanities or foreign language,
Barnes said. Extended Education
is offering the summer program.
The program was open to any
student who wanted to attend,
whether a Spanish language
minor or not. Cost per student
for the four weeks of instruction
is approximately $2,000 which

covers expenses for room and
board in Mexicfo.
While most of the classes will
be upper division, students will
be tested for a qualifying class
level after they arrive in Mexico.
Classes offered will be Spanish
101, 102, 103, 111, 112, 113, 201
and 202.
Other credits can be applied
to a special problems courses,
w hich would in clu d e the
student’s investigation into the
culture, history or another
personal interest.
Weekend field trips, such as
visits to archaeological sites, will
also be offered. Locah will be
invited to give lectures on topics
ranging from folkloric dance to
traditional medicine.
The Cemanahuac Educational
Community Center was first
identified, and recommended by
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From page 1

SLO athlete to compete in Special Olympics

From page 1

“Cindy was constantly learn
ing,” Parker said, “and shared
what she learned with the
children.”
Cynthia Kirchhof is survived
by her husband, Kyle; her father,
a sister and five brothers. She
died one week before her fifth
wedding anniversary.
Kyle Kirchhof, 32 and the
boat’s only survivor, was sleep
ing below deck and managed to
swim to shore when the vessel
sank.
K yle K irch h o f c o u ld n ’t
remember all of the details of the
accident and authorities said
they may never know the exact
cause of the tragedy.

“Teachers are normally willing to
add up to the capacity of the
class room,” he said.

By Cordilla Raddoy

Sum rw Stnff Wiitei

“I used to attend San Diego
State, and there you spend your
entire first week trying to
develop
a
crash
schedule
strategy.
“It’s not so bad here.” Larkin
said. “Teachers are a little more
lax in the summer.”
Nutritional science senior
Nicolle Marie Ure su'^cessfully
crashed a class.
“I didn’t have a problem in
any way. I just went and got in,”
she said.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
From page 1

‘Juice,’ almost cheering him on.”

than anything else,” said Cal
Poly history junior B/ian Good
win. “The media isn’t concerned
with awareness but more with
sensationalism.”
Cal Poly biochemistry senior
Jenni Shevlin agreed.
“I haven’t really heard too
much talk about domestic
violence,” she said. “They talked
a little about it before, but it’s
really more geared towards the
‘fallen hero.’ ”
Gretchen Ritter, a Cuesta
criminal justice sophomore, said
Simpson’s
celebrity
status
diminishes the severity of the al
leged crimes.
“The fact that he’s famous al
most makes it seem like it’s no
big deal,” she said. “I mean here
he is, a known wife-beater being
(tried) for a double murder, and
people are selling ‘Pray for O.J.’
bumper stickers and calling out

Cal Poly business junior I'im
Nightingale agreed.
“The whole thing has been put
under a magnifying gla.ss — not
because of the domestic violence
issue but because he’s a star,” he
said.
“If it was any other person, it
wouldn’t be a big deal. But be
cause it is O.J. Simpson,
everyone is watching.”
While some prominent figures
have been associated with social
problems, such as Clarence
Thomas and sexual harrassment,
some students do not foresee a
similar
link
between
O.J.
Simpson and domestic violence.

that best met our students’ needs
and would put some ‘meat’ into
its requirements,” Stoneman
said.
“The main interests of most of
the students who are going are
teaching and agriculture. We
wanted
to m a k e
sure
Cemanahuac could accommodate
these areas, and it does have
what we felt was the best
educational process.”
Stonem an
said
the
participation was better than
expected.
“(The program is) a good thing
for people because it’s an
experience out of your own circle
of friends and opens you up to
other cultures,” Stoneman said.

Poly’s adaptive P.E. program help s Amato train for sw im event
By Stivo Chistirinan

Summei Stoff Writer
As the Special Olympics torch
passed through San Luis Obispo
on its way to the 25th California
Sp ecial O lym pics Sum m er
Games, it signaled the start of
another competition for a local
athlete.
Mary Amato, 39, trained for
this year’s swim event every
Friday at Cal Poly with the help
of students in the adaptive
physical education program.
Special Olympics, a yearround sports program, benefits
more than 500 developmentally
disabled children and adults
throughout the county.
But it is not Amato’s first time
competing in the Special Olym
pics, as she is a founder par
ticipant who helped start the
program 25 years ago.

Amato’s involvement began
when she joined the county’s
Special Olympics class at age 14
with the encouragement of her
parents.
“It’s been a big part of her
life,” said Ellen Marie Amato,

Mary Ellen Gibson, the area
director for the Special Olympics,
will accompany the athletes this
weekend.
“We’re very proud of the fact
that this is our 25th anniver
sary,” said Gibson. “The program
has expanded from just a hand
ful of athletes and cc aches to
over 500 in the county.”

"We're very proud of the fact
that this is our 2 5 th anniver
sary."

Cal Poly’s involvement with
Special Olympics extends beyond
the adaptive physical education
program. Gibson said the cam
pus will host a summer sports
camp in late July for the second
time, enabling athletes to par
ticipate in various sporting
events and stay in the dorms.

Mary Ellen Gibson
Special Olympics Area Director
Mary’s mother. “She used to be a
runner, but recently switched to
swimming. She’s a joy.”
This year’s state games will
begin June 24 at University of
California Los Angeles. A team
of 37 local athletes will compete
in swimming, gymnasdcs, and
track and field events.

“We depend a lot on the Cal
Poly students to help out with
the summer camp,” Gibson said.
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“I don’t know if there’ll be a
connection
with
domestic
violence per se,” Goodwin said,
“but maybe more to crimes of
passion.”
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SIMPSON
From page 1

Simpson appeared haggard and
morose.
Simpson, who is under a
suicide watch, wore a dark suit
and white shirt today, still
without a tie. Simpson, being
held without bail, has pleaded
innocent.
His mental state was improv
ing, Shapiro said before today’s
hearing.
“He’s feeling a little bit better.
His mood is improving,” said
Shapiro.
Simpson’s alibi for the night
of the killings has come under
question and new details of the
Simpsons’ stormy relationship
are emerging.
The caretaker at Simpson’s
estate, Kayto Kaelin, con
tradicted Simpson’s claim that
he was at home waiting for a
limousine to take him to the air
port around the time of the kill
ings, NBC News reported.

Also, a woman said she saw
an enraged Simpson speed
through streets a few blocks from
Mrs. Simpson’s condominium,
where she and Ronald Goldman
were slain June 12. Simpson
yelled at a driver in his way, the
unidentified woman told the TV
news magazine “Hard Copy.”

F» I

“He was just screaming out
and freaking out at the guy,” she
said.
A friend said Nicole Simpson
stopped dating in the month
before her slaying because she
feared somebody was stalking
her.
“She was certain she was
being followed,” the friend told
The Associated Press, speaking
on condition of anonymity. “She
wasn’t dating anybody because of
it, because O.J. wasn’t doing well
with the situation.”
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Re: “State budget games need to stop,” 5/24

Kathleen Brown will likely become our next gover
nor. If that happens, she will face the continuation of
California’s ongoing economic decline (the underlying
causes of the current California economic decline
results mostly from major defense cuts, businesses
moving from the state because of perceived un
favorable conditions and costs, real estate and con
struction stagnation and in some areas, decline). The
economic decline means a loss of state revenues. Like
Gov. Pete Wilson, Ms. Brown will have to deal with
the ever-increasing costs for demands for government
financing and services. As long as state revenues are
in a decline and demand for state spending is growing,
it will be difficult, at nest, to have a timely fiscal
budget.
Certainly education is one of the state’s most im
portant expenditures. It should be—it provides one of
the best returns on the investment. Education,
however, is not the state’s only expenditure. All too
many of California’s expenditures are federal man
dates.
One of the federal mandates is that California
provide and pay for services to illegal aliens. The
federal government has the responsibility to control
our international borders, which it does not success
fully do. To say the cost of illegal aliens is irrelevant to
current state spending does not speak well for the
responsibility editors have to thoroughly to investigate
before making statements regarding state expendi
tures.
In 1986, California was required to spend an es
timated $22 million for free emergency medical care to
illegal aliens. The estimated 1993 cost of providing
free emergency medical care to illegal aliens was $367
million.
The cost of educating the children of California’s il
legal aliens has grown from $640 million in 1986 to an
estimated $989 million in 1993.
More importantly is the cost to Californians for
having to imprison illegal aliens for crimes committed
in the state. Keeping people who entered this country
illegally and committed crimes here will cost the state
an estimated $350 million this year, according to the
California Journal (Oct. 1993.)
The state’s financial support for the entire CSU
system, all twenty-one campuses, has gone from the
neighborhood of $185 million several years back to the
area of $165 million today. The state can not allocate
money it does not have, and that is the reason for the
cuts.
Readers, compare the numbers above and decide
whether or not the cost of illegal aliens is relevant to
California’s budget and to the cuts in state funding to
higher education.
Americans have worked hard, over a time frame of
generations, to earn what financial benefits and ser
vices they receive from their government. Why should
people, illegally in the country, who have yet to con
tribute to the American society, have precedence over
the needs of so many Americans, African-Americans,
Mexican-Americans, Native-Americans and other
needy Amencans facing educational and welfare cuts?
Why should those who sneak across the border have
precedence over the ma.iy who daily wait for hours in
lines in front of Africi.n, Eastern-European, LatinAmerican and Asian-American embassies?

Buzz Kalkowski

City Odd Regional Planning

Thinss ,\i’e Not As They Should Be
B y Linda Aha
Welcome to the gorgeous, sur.-drer.cbei. higher educa unbiased, uniformly su pportive unit of all the students
tion institution of the Centna'. C.- .asr, -»»here hrigh: minds on campus. The administration on “the Hill,” is made up
interact with one another and ides*s are sr.area. Cal Poly, of men and women with their own ignorant and unknow
just like all universities, is a haNen of tnh.ar.oe. a\^are- ing personalities, just as is our student body.
We come to Cal Poly vith the prejudices and preferen
ness and understanding. And vih.a* I like .ab.'ut it most is
that every student at Cal Poly really t^skes adv.sntage of ces we’ve grown up with and have become comfortable
with. The trick is to use this place to expand upon
the opportunities of a higher education
A long time ago, I learned in Sunday school that the preconceived notions and develop well-rounded opinions.
It may be impossible to discuss the meaning of the
people, not the buildings, make up the church. I find this
verbal assault with those dorm residents who shouted at
can be applied to Cal Poly and any other university.
I got to see an example of extraordinary Cal Poly stu the marchers, but it is an example of what this campus
dents at the Take Back the Night march on May 19. Take should encourage more of; open debate.
I wish there was a place on this campus where discus
Back the Night is an annual event held to raise aware
ness about physical assaults that occur on or near cam sion about what happened at Take Back the Night could
take place. I obviously disagree with those students who
pus.
But when the more than 200 male and female mar shouted at us that evening, but I would want to find out
chers walked to the first red-painted hand print their motivation for saying those chilling words. Their
representing where sexual assaults had occurred across opinions about sexual assault and those who fight
from the Vista Grande cafeteria, dorm residents from against it are founded on beliefs I am unfamiliar with. I’d
Tenaya Hall appeared in their dimmed windows and like to give them the benefit of the doubt and think that
shouted at the marchers, “Rape is cool!” and “Get the in reality they don’t advocate violence. I’m positive that
out of here!” and “You dykes!”
those shouting students have neighbors, friends and rela
Those are some mighty impressive words, especially tives who they would never wish an assault upon.
coming from “bright and aware” Cal Poly students.
But words can be an assault themselves, and I doubt if
This school is highly regarded and people are here be those students know just how harmful their jeers were.
cause they want to be a cut above average in our society.
Opposing opinions need to be voiced so that each side
That’s why we go to college; to learn how to deal with can benefit from having their positions challenged.
situations in our careers, families and social lives
The subject of physical assault on campus is a sensi
through the help of professors and other enlightened in tive subject. There are varying opinions, those of victims,
dividuals. However, it occurred to me as I looked up of alleged attackers, of advocates for more strict policies
towards the windows that not everybody was here to against those who commit assault and those who deny
learn and share ideas with other students. It occurred to that assault is a problem on this campus. People with
me that not everyone supports nonviolent behavior. The opinions from all factions should be able to discuss the
dorm residents, by heckling the peaceful protesters, ap subject. But where is the debate forum on this campus?
peared to be supporting something that’s universally
When I first came here, someone told me: “The
despised: sexual assault.
University Union was constructed in a manner that
I wondered in amazement how these students made it doesn’t lend for a large number of students to converge so
this far in their lives without being mauled, because I’m that Cal Poly wouldn’t have to face the student protests
sure that they had said other ignorant and stupid that Berkeley had.” This rumor may be purely fiction, but
remarks in their meager 18 years in this small and it seems that Cal Poly students and administration don’t
diverse world.
feel that it is necessary for students to debate and try to
It’s so nice to know that students such as these are in bounce ideas off of each other.
our classes, bumping into us as we walk in busy hallways
It is essential that we learn how to develop opinions.
and eating lunch on th j next bench. Students, who ap
Since we don’t have a public forum for students to
parently support rape and other sexual assaults, are all stand and voice their opinions in the University Union,
around us.
I’d like to extend the offer of using the opinion page of the
A few years ago, when I heard that complaints against Summer Mustang. Write letters. Let other students hear
a student who had sexually assaulted an acquaintance of your opinions and be open to their opinions. If Summer
mine were “lost,” I felt as though someone in the ad Mustang readers “agree to disagree” with each other, we
ministration didn’t warn assaults to be reported. Instead might just get a debate going and might even learn some
of following up their policy against assault with effective thing along the way.
punishments for violators, I thought that they hardly
slapped the attacker’s wrist.
The incident began when a male student pinned her
down on his dorm floor after she verbally and physically
indicated that she did not want to take their relationship
further. Despite her pleas, he raped her.
Summer Mustang welcomes letters and commentaries
She reported the crime. Her complaint was lost not
from students, staff, and other community members.
once, but twice. With the help of a campus counselor, her
Letters should be typed, double spaced and under 250
persistence did paid off, though. After her third com
words. Commentaries should be typed, double spaced,
plaint was filed her attacker was finally apprehended
and 75 0 to 1,000 words.
and punished. His penalty? He had to write a whopping
two-page essay on acquaintance rape and serve time
All authors must include a name, signature and phone
doing community service.
number. Students should include their major and class
She still sees her attacker on campus.
The administration’s position should support students,
standing. Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters
not go against them. By “losing” the complaints, it seems
for clarity, grammar, and length.
to me that the campus’ image as a safe haven may have
been more important than my friend’s welfare. After all,
Submissions can be brought, mailed, faxed or E-mailed
the fewer assaults reported, the more attractive and
to: Mustang Daily
safer our campus appears, right? But what about the
Graphic Arts Bldg #226, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo,
truth?
CA. 9 3 4 0 7
Although that particular case occurred a few years
FAX;
(805) 756-6784
ago, and the administration has become more aware of
and responsive to sexual assault on campus since then, it
is important to realize that our administration is not an

Lehers Policy
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Black Rain album falls on C entral C oast
By Matt Oawson

Sumniei Staff Wiiter
Local band Black Rain will
begin a new chapter in their
development Saturday when
they play at the Sweet Springs
Saloon in Los Osos.
The concert coincides with the
band’s new self-titled album on
Native Records.
The f i ve- member band,
to g eth er since 1989, has
collaborated on several hundred
songs. Their current play list
consists of 40 of their strongest
tunes, eight of which can be
found on their new 40-minute
album.
Ty Christensen, the lead
singer, said that the band is
pleased with their first effort at a
full-length compact disc.
“It’s a good sampling of us. It
represents the best commercial
tunes that we had available at
the time we made it,” he said.
“It’s straight-forward rock ‘n’ roll
with good lyrics and melodies.”
Straight-forward rock'n’roll is
the best way to describe the
band’s music, although their
style has been described as rock
with a blues tinge. The new
compact disc is made up of a
mixture of ballads and classic
rock ‘n’ roll.
The other band members
include guitarists Shawn Logan
and Galvan Steele, bassist Jay

r'

M

Black Rain' s new album

Linthicum and drummer Joe
Bonzi. The members gi'ow up on
th e C e n t r a l C o a s t , and
Christensen said the> are a
tightly knit group.
Regional Wherehouse record
stores are carrying tho album,
and according to band’i. booking
agent Tom Tano, the stores are
having trouble keeping it in
stock.
“The CD is selling out like
crazy. The stores have been very
cooperative,” Tano said. “We’ve
had some nice point of purchase
displays, and the retailers get
excited when they start seeing
high turnover. It’s grass roots
support and it’s exciting ”
'Their success is due in part to
the communication the band has.
“It’s a five-member business,
but we’re good friends too,” 'Tano
said. “We communicate well
together. In some ways it’s like a
marriage, and we all get along
well enough to stay together. A
lot of bands don’t have the close
relationships that we share.”
Christensen attends Cal Poly
and Linthicum goes to Cuesta
College. All the band members
maintain other jobs when they
are not performing.
One of the band’s high points
took place at the California MidI State Fair in August, 1993,
where they opened for rock gi'oup
Damn Yankees. The band was
well received, and they have
since been cont i nui ng to
cultivate an ever-growing local
fan base.
Despite their recent success,
Christensen and the band are
trying to keep things in the
proper perspective.
“We’re not making enough
money now to support ourselves,
but that’s what I would like to
do. If I could do this, something I
love for a living. I’d have no
complaints,” Christensen said.
The band is planning a small

i
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Members of Black Rain, pictured here, will play at Sweet Springs Saloon Saturday / Photos courtesy Black Rain

western tour in the near future,
and they hope to continue to get
more time over the air v. aves.
“Radio stations ca i really
m a k e or b r e a k b a n d s , ”
Christensen said. “A (station)
like K'TYD in Santa Ba bara can

Summer celebration hits the coast
Solstice arrival is marked by music,
dancing, and other fun festivities
By Ajoy Bhamboni

Summei Staff Wiiter
The Central Coast will
celebrate the arrival of summer
this Saturday with the first an
nual Summer Solstice Festival
and Wildlife Masquerade, at the
Cayucos Veterans Hall.
The event, which celebrates
the arrival of summer, is a
benefit the 'Trees for Cayucos
and the Middle School Mural
Committee.
The multicultural event will
have musical appearar.ces from
a variety of worldbeat drum and
dance groups. Some of the bands
topping the list include Mozaic, a
worldbeat rhythm ensemble and
Family Affair, an .AfricanAmerican group which . ombines
music, dance and storytelling in
their performances.
Other musical groups include
Japanese, Latin, Middle-Eastern
and Irish varieties that will be
performing throughout the day.

Also on the agenda are SLU
Taiko, a Japanese group from
the local Buddhist temple; Up in
the Air, a Latin Rock group;
'Troupe Humaii, a Middle-East
ern dance and drumming group;
Fransisca Leff and Kofi Agana, a
group from the Fra tribe in
Ghana, Africa; Chris O’Connell,
an Irish drummer; Cocolin Mar
tinez, an Andean drummer; and
Jim Murphy and Lovegene with
acoustic vocals.
The combination of global
music featured will provide the
backdrop for the numerous
events planned during the
celebration.
Terri Dunivant, one of the or
ganizers of the festival, said,
“We’ve been planning this since
November of last year. It’s some
thing that humans have been
doing throughout their lifetime,”
she said. “This has been done all
over the world.”
The festival will also include
a variety of activities such as the
Children’s Creative Project,

"We've been planning this since November
of last year. It's something that humans
have been doing throughout their lifetime.
This has been done all over the world."
Terri Dunivant
Festival Organizer

■■

drum workshops, an adult cos
tume contest and prize draw
ings.
Categories for the costume
contest include best pl.int, best
animal, best rock, beit cloud,
best river, best use of recycled
materials, and crowd favorite.
The festival will end in a
parade which will begin at the
pier and stretch across the
beach.
“We’re going to parade at the
end of the pier and then when
we get to the dolphin statue
we’re going to do a conga line,”
Dunivant explained.
The festival will be the first of
its kind on the Central Coast. A
similar sort of festival takes
place in Santa Barbara which at
tracts tens of thousands of
people.
'The organizers of the Cayucos
festival hope Saturday’s festival
enjoys similar success this year.
“We hope to get at least a
thousand people,” Dunivent said.
One of the hosts of the
celebration will be Pilulau Khus,
a Native American and tradi
tional Chumash elder, who is
well-known for speaking on
many environm ental issues
throughout Southern California.
Khus will perform the
Chumash Solstice blessing, a
Native Indian ritual performed
at the beginning of each sum
mer. She will also tell stories of
the Indian tribes.
The celebration will ’-un from
noon until midnight.

really help local bands, but we
! don’t really have anyone like
that here.”
i
Still, Black Rain’s ballad
I titled, “I Never Wanted,” has
I seen air time over stations in
' Humboldt, BakersfieM, Long

I

Beach, Santa BarLaia and
locally on KWBR. The band has
received praise for tho ballad’s
biting lyrics, and emotionally
charged energy.
The Fuse will open for Black
Rain. The show starts at 9 p.m.
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Graphic courtesy Terri Dunivant

Admission is $5 for adults, $3
for kids three to 12 and $1 for
children under three.
A $1 discount will be given for
celebrants who dress uo in cos
tume.

“Come in costume and plan
on having a good time,’ said an
enthusiastic Dunivant. “It’s
going to be great.”
For further information about
the festival call 995-24G8.
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W id ow s' Peak is thoroughly enjoyable
Beautiful countryside scenery and
strong acting highlight Irish film
By Jennifer Hamilton

the large number of bereaved
ladies living there.
One of the opening scenes sets
the tone for this irreverent film.
A cemetery atop a hill is covered
with the black forms of women in
mourning, picking their way be
tween the tomb stones. It is
quickly obvious that some are
grieving more than others. The
scene depicts a flock of black
crows which have landed to peck
apart whatever thing they have
found lying on the ground.
The leading characters in this
film are three strong yet very dif
ferent women. Joan Plowright
gives an outstanding perfor
mance as Mrs. Doyle-Counihan,
the domineering head of a snob
bish clique of well-to-do widows.
She seems to be at the heart of
their rigid adherence to class dis

Summet Staff Wn'fer
If you didn’t get to travel to
Ireland this summer, take the
next flight to the Palm Theater,
where Widows’ Peak offers stun
ning countryside views.
Widows’ Peak is a thoroughly
enjoyable film that takes a
humorous look at the strict rules
of society. Director John Irvin
and screenwriter Hugh Leonard
worked together to create the
charming British film made en
tirely on location in Ireland.
Widows’ Peak contrasts the
quaint, provincial atmosphere of
early 1900’s Ireland with a dark,
humorous look at the factions
within that society. The story
takes place in a town known as
Kilshannon which is unkindly
nicknamed Widows’ Peak due to

tinctions, separation of the sexes,
strict morality and nationalism.
Mia Farrow is also exception
al in her role as the quiet
spinster Miss O’Hare who lives
among the widows and, it is
hinted, has a scandal in her past.
Natasha Richardson plays the
British-born war widow Edwina
Broome, whose flagrant sexuality
and outrageous flaunting of
tradition cause an upheaval
down to the core of their society.
The male supporting charac
ters, by comparison, are some
what one-dimensional and inef
fectual by design. They live in
the shadows of the widows and
defer to them grudgingly. Adrian
Dunbar plays the lazy mama’s
boy Godfrey who falls in love
with Edwina Broome. Dunbar
handles his character well and
lends humor to the role without
overplaying it.
Jim Broadbent gives a fine
performance as Mr. Clancy, the
local dentist, alcoholic and love

interest to Miss O’Hare. Though
his role is also comical, his sen
sitivity toward Miss O’Hare and
his willingfness to change lend a
measure of depth to the charac
ter.
Irving creates an authenticity
to the characters which makes
their lives and foibles real to us.
Though portrayed comically, the
rigid class distinctions and moral
codes with the r e s u l t i n g
prejudices are serious issues. Ir
ving shows how such stringent
roles led the characters on paths
which altered their lives and had

the potential to ruin them.
This contrast between subject
and portrayal lends depth to the
film.
Widows’ Peak is l.ist-paced
with enough intrigue and
mystery to keep you in your seat.
It addresses serious issues which
are just as likely to occur in our
society today as ninety years ago.
The film closes with a twist,
but my lips are sealed on that
one. Although, this movie is not
an action-packed thriller, it does
have atmosphere, charm, humor
and depth.

Irving creates an authenticity to the
characters which makes their lives and
foibles real to us. Though portrayed
comically, the rigid class aistinctions and
moral codes witn the resulting prejudices
are serious issues.

KCPR'S TOP TEN ALBUMS OF THE WEEK
#1 ' Beastie Boys - 111 Communicaif^' Bottle - Dry Toast
#2 - Volume
CQflSfMVfo'rA Brief History of Amazing Letdowns
#3 ' Hole ■-Live Through This

' Beau Jocque - Up On This

#4 - Red Crayola - 4teen

Compilation - Saint Dog

#4 - Sonic Youth - ExnetittPrit3Pfit?^'PT‘f'd ^ ^ d
CAL POLY EMPLOYEES
A retirement plan to supplement SIRS or
PERS! Tax Shelter Annuities are n o t all
the same. W e've been helping people
save for retirement since 1971.
Call Now!

Read next week's...

Summer Mustang
Arts and Entertainment

BlAKESLEEgfBLAKESLEE

Diane P. Blakeslee
Certified Financial Planner
1110 California Blvd., San Luis Obispo 543-1.'166

Member NASDSIPC

A ll shows Th u rs.
(except as noted)
W » Matinees before 6pm

.
«
K ( A R B R | S | in
W W W

Student discount
available after 6 pm
with current ID

Your source for
information on upcoming events including
Fourth of July and the Shakespeare Festival!

IIST IN G START FRIDAY JUN I 2 4 - THURSDAY JU N E SO

W HENAAAAN
LOVES A W O M A N (R}
Fri.- 1 2 :4 5 3 :2 0
9 :1 0

6 :1 5

ENDLESS
SUMMER II (PG)
Fri,- 1 2 :1 5 2 :3 0 4 :4 5
7 :0 0 9 :2 0

W O LF (R)

M AVERICKJPG)

Fri.- 1 2 :3 0 1 :3 0 3 :3 0 4 :3 0
6 :3 0 7 :3 0 9 :3 0 1 0 :2 0
• N O THURS. BARG AIN

SP EC IA L E N G A G E M E N T
Fri.- 1 2 :0 0 3 :0 0 6 :1 5 9 :0 0
■N O THURS. BARG AIN

D A N C IN G A N D M U S IC T H IS W E E K E N D
SPEED (R)

F rid a y :

T ortilla Flals-T op 40 Dancing
G raduate-Late 70s/E arly 80s D ancing
Sl.O Brew-Guy Budd Band

S a lu r d a y :

Tortilla Flats-T op 40 Dancing
G ra d u a le-C o u n tr y -W ester n
D a n cin g
SLO B rew -S hival E xperience

Fri.- 1: 15 2: 15 4 :0 0 5 :0 0
6 :4 5 7 :4 5 9 :4 0 1 0 :3 0
• N O THURS. BARG AIN
1

Near the corner of Marsh & Morro.

1

1 Public parking across the sireet adjacent to the Post Ofiice.

I

1

|

Advance tickets may be purchased.
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Three staff members receive Poly’s
1993-94 Outstanding Staff Awards
Each will be presented with a plaque, $300 at the fall conference
By Junious Burroge

Summef Staff Writer
Cal Poly recently named three
staff members as recipients of
the Outstanding Staff Award.
Richard
Tibbetts
of
a udi o v i s ua l servi ces , Jim
McLaughlin of the physics
department, and Connie Davis of
the English department will each
receive a plaque and $3(»0 during
the general session of Cal Poly’s
Fall Conference in September.
Tibbetts, a staff member since
1972, works as an administrator
in audiovisual services. He pos
sesses more than 30 years of ex
perience in the communications
field.
“His recognition through this
award is well deserved,” said
Communications Services Direc
tor Norman Johnson. “The staff
and s t u de nt s respect his
knowledge and opinions, and
often come to him for advice and
solutions to problems.”
Johnson said Tibbetts played
an important role in the com
munications network tiiat links
all computers on campu.s through
fiber optic lines.
McLaughlin, also a staff mem
ber since 1972, is the senior in
structional support technician of
the physics department.

Dan Burke
Andy Price
Lisa Martinez
D.J. Taylor
Whit Donaldson
Paul Shaffer
Dave Mullarkey

■i'f:
Connie Davis, English department secretary, and Dick Tibbets, audiovisual ad
ministrator, are among Pol/s outstanding staff members / Photos by Hans
Hess

Among other tasks, McLaugh
lin is in charge of laboratory and
demonstration setups, computer
maintenance and upgrades, and
purchase orders.
Physics department chair Bob
Dickerson said, “McLaughlin
holds the department together.”
When asked about his job,
McLaughlin said, “I do whatever
it takes to make our c ipartment
work.”

Davis, English department
secretary, has been a staff mem
ber for 15 years.
Since being promoted from

WMkTS CONG ON. I
NONDCR WHY ARE. M l
THOSE CARS SUONINC
DOWN
THEY GO W »

clerical assistant to her current
position in 1984, she has worked
under three different department
heads.
“My department, as well as
my job duties, are continually ex
periencing changes,” she said. “I
see myself as being the constant
that helps meet the challenges
involved to ensure a smooth
transition for everyone involved.”

756-1143

The award winners are
nominated by faculty and staff
members and reviewed by a com
m i t t e e of f ormer a war d
recipients.
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Announcem ents

KC P R
NEW DJ APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE TILL FRIDAY NOON!
PICK ONE UP AT KCPR
BLDG. 26 ROOM 201

MUSTANG DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS

HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP DAILV
AT 11:00 AM.

Classified

Announcem ents

BUY IT. HELP IT. SELL IT. MAKE IT.
LOSE IT?. FIND IT!. RENT IT. DO IT!
••• MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

RECYCLE
MUSTANG DAILY
AT ANY OF OUR SIX CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS: KENNEDY LIBRARY. AG
BRIDGE (BLDG 10) CAMPUS STORE.
THE CELLAR. THE UNIVERSITY
UNION. FISHER SCIENCE.
MUSTANG DAILY...
ONCE AGAIN LEADING THE WAY

DQHou iw\m. iT à WARD
Wt'RE S^FE? T O S A t
B tA R S .
SHOULD VJE
aiWB rtl<5^ER?

Services

-

O pportunities

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24 HOUR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
•A FRIEND FOR LIFE'

SCORE MORE!!
GMAT 72 Pts
GRE214 Pts
LSAT 7.5 Pts
PRINCETON REVIEW (805)995-0176

lUERE IT IS / THE BEARS
COMING o u r OF THE BRV)SH'
OH MO .MV L o o ks L \k £ \T ^
ON \TS HIND LEGS/ BEARS
STAND UP OKL'i WHEN
THE'ibE REAU-S MAO.r

TO ADVERTISE IN MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS, CALL 756-1143

!!! CAUTION !!!
Make No Investments Or Provide
Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisements
In The Opportunities Section

Room m ates
ROOMMATES WANTED For Furn. Apts !
Share util. Please call 544-7007.

WAIT, THATS wot
A BEAR. THATB

t M R Mo m /

.

EVEW

VtoKE/ c u i ^ MKSHER'
CUWB HlGWERi

Rental Housing
CEDAR CREEK Summer Rental - 2 Bd 2Ba
July 5 - Aug 28 * $550/mo 541-0920

Hom es for Sale

MINT
CONDITION
2 BEDROOM. 2 BATH DETACHED HOME
ONLY $113,900 - CALL 541-2888
EVELYN DELMARTINI. AGT.

WELCOME
TO
SUMMER QTR
O h , It's g o n n a
be F U N !!!
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Americans stun World Cup favorite
2-1 win over Columbia propels Team USA toward second-round appearance
By Bsry Wiln«r

AP Spods Wiitei
“U-S-A, U-S-A.” In soccer? You
bet.
Yes, indeed, the world’s sport
and the World Cup got a major
taste of Americana on Wednes
day when the unheralded United
States stunned pretoumament
favorite Colombia 2-1.
At the end, before 93,194 fans
— many of whom came expecting
a South American party and left
celebrating the skills and spirit
of the host team — the U.S.
players draped themselves in
flags, hugged each and rolled in
ecstasy on the Rose Bowl turf.
“^ e wanted three points out
of this game,” goalkeeper Tony
Meóla said, “and people didn’t
think we could do it and we did
it.”
They did it convincingly, hold
ing the Colombians scoreless
until the final minute.
“This is an incredible feeling,”
U.S. coach Bora Milutinovic said,
“because I realize how difficult
the conditions were that we were
up against. I don’t believe in
miracles because the 13 players
who played today put forth a
great effort.”
Colombia has not, losing to
Romania and the Americans.

team shadowed the on-field ac
tion, where Switzerland romped
over Romania 4-1.
Colombia midfielder Gabriel
Gomez was dropped from the
lineup after receiving a death
threat by fax at team’s hotel in
Fullerton, Calif., threatening to
blow up Gomez’s house in Colom
bia.
“It is very hard to say who is
making these threats,” Gomez
told a Colombian television net
work. “I have no idea.”
Gomez, 34, sounded as if he
didn’t expect to play in the tour
nament again.
“This could be the end of my
career,” he said. “After 16 or 17
years, it’s very painful what has
happened to me. I sacrificed a lot
and the World Cup is the most a
player can aspire to. To be left off
the team because of a death
threat is something very sad.”
Maturana considered resign
ing, then agreed to stay with the
team. Both Maturana and Her
nán Gomez, his assistant and
Gabriel Gomez’s brothe’’, almost
refused to work with the national
team because of threats back
home.
“I’ve decided not to leave,”
Maturana said, “because I can’t
leave the team during the World
Cup.”

With one player benched because
of a death threat and its coach
having almost resigned over it,
the Colombians were p2tssive, al
most disinterested.
“I think it’s obviously very
weird that our participation has
been a disaster,” coach Francisco
Maturana said. “This is not what
people expected from us. I don’t
think if we tried we could have
played that bad.”
The U.S. team took a 1-0 lead
when Andres Escobar knocked
John Harkes’ crossing pass into
his own net at 35 minutes. Ernie
Stewart got the second goal in
the 52nd minute off a feed by
'Bab Ramos.
“This was probably the most
important goal I have scored in
my life and it is great,” Stewart
said.
Adolfo Valencia got Colom
bia’s goal in the 90th minute.
But at 0-2, it has little chance of
advancing to the second round.
The Americans, meanwhile,
are in great shape for advancing
for the first time. They have four
points off the victory and a tie
against Switzerland. Only a
one-sided loss against Romania
on Sunday would prevent the
U.S. team from moving on.
The death threat and a pos
sible boycott by the Cameroon
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Students, residents slow to catch World Cup fever
By Josh Pruett

Staff Writer
For a solid month, the world’s
attention will be focused on the
action taking place in the
United States.
And for a change, it has noth
ing to do with politics.
Soccer is a sport with more
fans than baseball, basketball
and football combined. More
than 31 billion people are ex
pected to tune in to see if their
favorite team will come home
with the World Cup, soccer’s
highest award.
The World Cup takes place
every four years, and 1994
marks only the second time the
United States has played in the
tournament in more tl.an four
decades. In the 1990 champion
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Despite headlines describing
the excitement of the games as

ships, the United States team
lost all three of its first-round
games and dropped out of the
tournament early.

“fever” or as

a

mama,

Americans have been slow to
adopt the thrill that comes with
being the host of world’s largest
sporting event.
According to the Associated
Press, twice the number of
people who watched the 1992
Olympics in Barcelona will be
watching the World Cup, but
many Americans may still find
it difficult to sit through 90 solid
minutes of commercial-free soc
cer.

In the history of the Cup, no
hosting country has failed to
make it to at least th<^ second
round of play. The U.S. team
does not want to be tht first to
do it.
'The United States tu d 1-1 in
its first game with Switzerland.
The Americans know they have
to play harder if they want to
advance to the second round.

Woodstock’s Manager Rob
Karleskint said “a fair number”
of people have been showing up
to watch the games.

salad from our 40 item salad bar and a choice o f

BID ® ©

Located down the stairs from the U.U.PIaza

a wide variety o f beverages. O ccasional live
entertainm ent D elivery available.

can eat m eals daily, including fresh pastries,
eggs to order at breakfast, daily entrees, char-

C enter and Business building.
Vending Machines Open 24 hours

JULIAN'S

M on-Fri 1O:0Oam-5:06pm

O ffering meal pian and cash custom ers all you

Located on the first floor of the University Union

C A M P U S STORE
Located by the ib n ry , behind Ag Science bWg.

a variety of beverages.
Weekdays; Breakfast ;730am-8:30am

W hat do you call a sm all convenience store that
has ju st about everything you could need during

you. Hungry for ice cream ? Julians serves deli

a day on cam pus? You call it the CAMPUS
STORE, the little store that can fu lfill your needs.

cious shakes, sundaes and cones.
M on-Fri 7:30am 4:30pm

Lunch 11:30am-1:00pm
Dinner 5 :0 0 p m -6 tX )^

M on-Fri 7:00am -5;15pm

Weekends: Breakfast 10:00am to Noon
Lunch 12:15pm -130pm
Dinner 530pm -600pm

S A N D W IC H PLANT
0
0!a® © C

cookies and pestries,Julians is ready to serve

Sat 10am-5pm

VISTA G R A N D E RESTAURANT
^
QEQ @ < 9 0
Located by theUniversity entranceonGrand Ave
F ul tabto service dining room with a wonderful view

LUCY'S JUICE

@ @

Located on Poly View Drive, near the m ail
kiosk, between the Rec C enter and U.U.
Fresh, fast, fun juice drinks from apple juice to
sm oottiies (so rry... no zucchini juice yet) Blended

Located across from the versa teller macNnes.

of thecampus and San Luis Obispo. W esetvelunch,

Begin your day w ith a delicious breakfast crois
sant o r breakfast burrito. For lunch, as w ell as at

dinner and Sunday brunch featuring a variety of

drinks m ade to order w hile you watch, from great
ingredients like pure fru it juice, w hole fruit, non

contemporary and ethnic dishes.

fat frozen yogurt, sherbet, protein powder, w heat

Mon-Fri 11 am-7pm

germ and other delicious and nutritious stuff.
M on-Fri 7:00am -3;30pm

breakfast, let us build the 'sandw ich of your
dream s' from a selection o f over 45 items.
M on-Fri 7:00am to 3:00pm

®

Sun Brunch 10am-2pm

THE CELLAR

OO ^

BACKSTAGE PIZZA
D
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Located dow nstairs in the U niversity Union
next to M cPhee's Gam es Area
The best piping hot, m outh w atering pizza in
town. Pizza by the slice o r share a whole pizza
with your friends. Com plem ent your pizza with a

Dave Mullarkey

brew ed, to cappuccino, and a w ide assortm ent
o f baked goods including croissants, m uffins,

@

Paul Shaffer

For the finest coffees, from w hole beans, to fresh

broiled ham burgers, hom em ade soup, salad bar,
fresh baked breads and desserts, soft serve and

O

Whit Donaldson

P U S D I N I N G O U I D E

L IG H T H O U S E
^

' ^

D,J, Taylor

Located In the Dexter building.
Everything from candy bars or sandw iches to
fresh brewed coffee. The C ellar has an attractive
seating area that offers you 24 hour a day hospi
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tality. O ther vending locations include a ll the

756-1143

Residence Halls, Engineering building. Health

Meal Plan accepted

f!M 1 Plu$ dollars accepted

Campus Express C lub accepted

O

Personal Checks accepted

Entertainm ent

@

Cash accepted

M eatless entrees available
O

Food to go

CD5772

